
MESSAGE FROM JOHN

Kia ora tatou,

Welcome to the latest edition of 
Inside Running. At the time of the 
last issue we were at the height of 
summer, and while the weather 
is only just starting to change, the 
glow of a successful summer of 
racing and sport has been reflected 
in our mid-year results.

As you would have read in our 
mid-year report, betting turnover is up 11.7%, and profit is up 4.3% 
year-on-year, which puts us on track to deliver our profit target of 
$144.2 million for the 2015/16 year. Our net profit of $74.9 million 
for the first six months is right on budget and 4% ahead of last year, 
showing good growth that meets our ambitious targets. Although 
we’re pleased with these results, there have been challenges in 
achieving these targets, most notably in maintaining our margins 
and competitiveness in a rapidly changing global betting market.

Margins have continued to reduce, largely due to the growth of lower 
margin products such as in-play betting. With in-play betting often 
restricted in other countries, it is a growing area of business for us, 
but also a volatile one, as margins are generally less than a third 
compared to pre-match sports betting. The trend of racing turnover 
moving from higher margin Tote products, to lower margin Fixed 
Odds also continues.

With this in mind, improving our competitiveness is crucial and we 
are continuing to look for new, innovative ways to deliver products 
to our customers while closely managing our costs by ensuring we 
are as efficient as possible. 

On the costs front, we have consolidated property in Auckland, 
Wellington and Christchurch, and removed bonuses that were 
part of senior staff packages in an effort to lower our costs. Total 
staff costs were less than 1% above the same period last year, while 
salaries were 10% below budget, and contractor costs have fallen 47% 
compared to the same six months last year. By making these savings, 
we have been able to reinvest  in our underlying infrastructure and 
technology to provide improvements in disaster recovery, business 
interruption preparedness and scalability.

Meeting our targets and making cost reductions is all well and 
good, but it is important that we continue to progress business 
improvements that will allow us to better compete in an extremely 
competitive market. Improving the customer experience with 
developments such as the TAB Mobile App, which recently hit the 
90,000 mark for downloads, generating over 25,000 accounts, and 
the new Multi page, which along with other Multi initiatives recently 
helped drive Multis to a weekly record of 145,626 Multis placed, has 
been key to producing our positive mid-year report numbers.

As outlined in the mid-year report, we have a number of longer-
term major programmes of work underway aimed at addressing the 
key challenges facing NZRB and the industry.  

We are looking at ways to improve our Fixed Odds Betting capabilities. 
Put simply, our current technology doesn’t allow for the level of 
output or efficiency that we need to keep up with our international 

competitors or meet our customers’ increasing demands in this 
area. To address this, we’ve created a team to assess our high level 
options around developing an automated betting platform that will 
allow us to deliver more options on more events, with improved risk 
management and reduced dependence on manual process.

One project that will deliver both long-term cost savings and 
immediate business benefit is Optimus, our IT infrastructure project.  
Strategic relationships have been developed with major technology 
providers, and the migration of core infrastructure to a cloud-based 
system is underway. The programme is already delivering benefits 
to the business such as a scalable IT helpdesk, and once complete 
will mean NZRB has much stronger risk controls in place including 
disaster recovery capability, greater mobility for our people and better 
collaboration tools, and the ability to pursue more cost effective 
operating platforms with little or no loss of operational functionality.

On the strategy front, we have two major pieces of research 
underway, providing the foundations for our Optmise the Calendar 
and Customer and Channels programmes. The Customer research 
has focussed on developing a deeper understanding of current and 
potential customers, their emotional drivers and behaviours, and 
their levels of engagement with the racing industry. This research is 
now forming the basis of our strategies to grow our customer base 
and provide them with a seamless customer experience across our 
channels.

The Optimise the Calendar project has delved into the economic 
drivers of the racing industry.  Working with both Codes and Clubs, we 
have gathered financial and operational information and developed 
tools to map which activities create value for the industry (and limit 
it), and identify linkages between key industry drivers. Next steps 
include the formation of a working party involving representatives 
from both NZRB and the Codes which will be using these tools to 
develop a commercially optimal race calendar. 

Last month, the Government released a discussion document 
based on the recommendations from the Offshore Betting Working 
Group, with submissions closing on 27 May 2016. Following 
this, the Government will consider the submissions and a final 
recommendation will be taken to Cabinet later this year, with 
potential for a bill to be introduced to Parliament before the end of 
the calendar year.

As you can see, there is a large amount of work underway and we will 
be keeping you updated on these strategic projects as they continue 
to progress.  The coming 2-3 years will be significant ones for NZRB 
and the industry, and our Statement of Intent, which will be released 
at the end of July, will discuss further how we will focus on delivery 
of these benefits and work with industry to build a sustainable future 
for us all.

Regards,

John Allen
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The Government has sought feedback from the industry on its proposals to introduce racefields legislations. The 
discussion document sets our proposals to bring in a fee for offshore bookmakers that take bets on New Zealand 
racing and sport, and from New Zealand based customers. It also includes proposals to ensure the NZTAB can 
better compete with offshore bookmakers.

Currently, offshore bookmakers are able to take bets from New Zealanders and on New Zealand racing and 
sport but are not required to deliver any return back to the local industry. A Working Group established by the 
Government estimated that 40,000 New Zealanders are betting $58 million offshore and that up $300 million in 
turnover is being bet on NZ racing. That represents money lost to the local racing and sport sectors. This has a 
direct impact on the local industry and without legislative action, it will only grow. 

Submissions closed on 27 May. The proposals can be viewed  here.

GOVERNMENT CONSULTING INDUSTRY ON RACEFIELDS PROPOSAL

NEW CONTRACT DELIVERS CASH MANAGEMENT BENEFITS

BROWN DOG TICK FOUND IN CHRISTCHURCH

A recent review and change of cash management providers has secured cost savings and enhanced services for 
a number of racing clubs.

Cash management includes the collection and delivery of cash for racing clubs and NZRB Retail & Gaming 
sites, cash processing services where money is counted and validated before being deposited into a nominated 
account and security services to ensure that cash is safe while being transported between sites and banking 
facilities.

As it stands, there are a variety of arrangements among clubs with cash management providers. Some clubs 
that are provided services under a contract with NZRB are now using Armourguard, while others use the same 
provider but under their own contract, and some clubs use a different provider all together.

With cash management not having been reviewed in over five years, a review team was put together last year 
to look at the options, with the end goal of providing better value and services for NZRB and racing clubs. The 
objectives of this review was to find the best value provider, with the best possible relationship management 
practices, while fully leveraging costs benefits from the size and scale of the contract that we would offer.

Four providers participated in a Request for Proposal (RFP), a structured process whereby the providers and their 
proposed services were evaluated across a range of criteria, including relationship management, vendor fit, 
pricing and performance & quality.

The result of the RFP was that Armourguard (ADT) were recommended as the preferred supplier, based on their 
ability to provide direct benefit to the NZRB and racing clubs through cost benefits and improved service.

The Armourguard contract, which began on 16 March, will provide just over $70,000 per year in saving across 
all the clubs utilising the contract. This represents a significant saving, or around 20%, from the total cost of 
the services that clubs were receiving formerly. The new contract also provides savings for the NZRB’s Retail & 
Gaming operations.

If you have any questions about cash management services, please contact your On-course Regional Manager, 
or Richard Ellerington Head of On-course.

The Ministry for Primary Industries has found an unwanted pest, the brown dog tick, on a pet dog in Christchurch. 
These have been eradicated when found in New Zealand previously.

The brown dog tick can spread disease among dogs. They can be removed through treatment with over-the-
counter products sold for flea treatment. Please keep a look out for these ticks. For more information visit the MPI 
website or call 0800 80 99 66.

https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Proposals-to-amend-the-Racing-Act/$file/Proposals-to-amend-the-Racing-Act-2003.pdf
http://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/pests/brown-dog-tick
http://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/pests/brown-dog-tick
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CHRISTMAS AT THE RACES

The Christmas at the Races (CATR) franchise recently 
completed its 9th season. The 2015 season saw 95,243 
people attend one of the 47 events across the country, 
bringing all time CATR attendance up to 956,243 people.

From our customer research, on average 17.6% of all 
CATR attendees are first time racegoers. This means 
approximately 168,300 people experienced their first ever 
race meet at CATR.

An important figure is the number of people who intend 
to return to an event. This year 72.4% of CATR attendees 
said they would definitely attend an event in the future, a 
6% increase on last year.

Santa’s Picks also yielded some great results this year, with 
the selection either winning or placing in 51% of the 434 
races on which it was provided!

Santa’s most successful outing was Alexandra Park on 18 
December, where he picked 7 winners and 4 places from 
12 races.

SUMMER EVENTS STATISTICS

WANGANUI GREYHOUNDS WOW FACTOR AWARD WINNERS

INTERISLANDER SUMMER FESTIVAL

The Interislander Summer Festival (ISF) franchise 
celebrated its 10th season this year. Across 34 events, there 
were 84,782 attendees, with an average of 2,493 per event.

Also very importantly, as with Christmas at the Races, 
average on-course betting turnover was higher than last 
year by 4.2%, from $131,524 to $137,023, bucking the trend 
of decreasing on-course turnover.

As with Christmas at the Races, the ‘intent to return’ metric 
was impressive, with a remarkable 82.2% of people saying 
they would return next year. For those who attended with 
children, it was even higher, at 84.5%. This is a great result 
which backs up our focus on making these family friendly 
events with plenty of activities for the kids.

TAB SUMMER SELECTIONS

The first year of the TAB Summer Selections was hugely 
successful. We raised $15,023.70 for Ronald McDonald 
House Charities through successful selections and on-
course collections.

The selectors picked 83 wins and 74 places across all 287 
ISF races which meant 55% of Summer Selections came 
1st, 2nd or 3rd!

Wanganui Greyhounds were named Champions at the 
WOW Factor Awards, the culminating event of the two 
day Christmas at the Races Workshop recently held at 
Trentham Racecourse.

The Events, Marketing & Logistics Team nominated four 
clubs who had excelled in the 2015 Christmas at the Races 
season. These four clubs, representing all three codes, 
each delivered a five minute overview of how their event 
exceeded customer expectations, followed by a peer vote. 
This saw the Wanganui Greyhounds taking out the top 
prize, by a landslide of votes, with Geraldine Trotting Club 
earning the Reserve Champion prize.

With a $2,000.00 contribution to this season’s events, it’s a big boost for a club that perhaps isn’t as well recognised as 
some of the bigger ones, but which has delivered exceptional events and results to go with it the over the last season. 
Congratulations to, from left, Erin Woods and Lana Trass of Wanganui, and Jackie Nelson from Geraldine Trotting Club 
on scooping their awards.

For more information, see the story which ran in the Wanganui Chronicle earlier this week.

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/wanganui-chronicle/sport/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503424&objectid=11643647
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Theraces.co.nz is the home of racing event information in 
New Zealand. It’s a central hub with a range of information 
for racegoers looking to enjoy a day on-course.

Promoting events that are above and beyond a general 
race meeting, The Races focusses on adding value to the 
customer’s experience; it’s a place where customers can 
easily find out event details, information on hospitality 
packages, how to buy tickets and our blog. It also links up 
with The Races social media, where all the latest photos, 
competitions, and fashion advice can be found.

A fresh and modern website for theraces.co.nz is currently 
being built. Over summer 2015-16, 55% of visitors to 
theraces.co.nz were using a mobile device. The new site 
will  provide a much better user experience across all 
devices and be mobile responsive, meaning customers 
can easily view the website on any device. 

The new website will also allow for events to be searched 
by racing code. There will be new promotional space for 
events and sponsors on the site, and new gallery space for 
photographs to help showcase events. The goal is to drive 
ticket sales and to increase attendance at racing events, 
getting them to experience the best that racing has to 
offer so they come back for more!

Keep a look out for the launch of the new site beginning 
of June.

A NEW WEBSITE ON THE WAY FOR THE RACES

CLUB ACCOUNTING QUESTIONS ANSWERED AT ROADSHOW
New accounting standards were covered during the recent Racing Club Accounting Roadshow, held at Hamilton, 
Palmerston North, Christchurch and Invercargill in March.

With a range of changes to the financial reporting framework in New Zealand, effective from 31 March 2016, the 
Roadshow aimed to discuss industry specific accounting and financial reporting practices and rules, and how the 
NZRB and three racing Codes can each assist the racing clubs in this area.

Each location had a full day workshop, which were well attended by those looking to keep on top of their clubs financial 
reporting. There was certainly a lot to cover, with a range of topics, from the industry players and their relationships, to 
changes brought about by the Financial Reporting Act 2013 and its impact to the clubs’ financial reporting, to a review 
of the requirements of the Racing Act, to proposed changes in the Incorporated Societies Act and specific accounting 
issues such as the introduction of the International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) applicable to the racing 
Codes and the racing clubs and the replacement of Diff Rep by the reduced disclosure regime (RDR). This last piece 
was particularly weighty and technical, making the presence of NZRB’s Financial Reporting Team Megan Kloppenburg 
and John Rapanut, who explained it all, extremely valuable for the audiences. In attendance, too, were guest speakers 
from Crowe Horwath audit team who expanded on the value and intricacies of external audit of financial statements.

“As the law changes, it’s important that we’re utilising best practice during audits, reporting or sharing information with 
other bodies, whether that’s regulators, the Codes or the NZRB,” commented NZRB Industry Liaison Manager Wendy 
Walker. “It’s a complicated, specialist subject, which can be intimidating, so it was great to see a good turnout at each 
stop, and a lot of engaged discussion about the ins and outs of financial reporting.”

It was also good chance to discuss the Incorporated Societies Act and potential future changes around it. Topics 
included what an officer’s duties are, how to manage potential conflicts of interest, and how an incorporated society 
should be governed. It was also a chance to reiterate the characteristics of an incorporated society, for example what 
must be in a constitution and the definition in the Act of financial gain.

“I would like to acknowledge the time and effort put in by the Codes and NZRB accountants in setting up the Roadshow 
and creating financial templates to assist clubs through the transition to the new standards,” said Wendy.

For more information on any of the topics covered at the Roadshow, or for templates, please contact your Code 
accountant or Wendy Walker.

mailto:Wendy%20Walker.%20?subject=mailto%3Awendy.walker%40nzracingboard.co.nz


NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD 
BENEFITS IN FY 14/15

Whether you bet with the TAB on the gallops, trots or greyhounds, or take a punt 
on the All Blacks or European football, every betting dollar contributes to grass 
roots racing and sports in New Zealand, as well as the livelihoods of thousands of 

Kiwis involved in Racing and Sport.

$134.2
MILLION

GROWTH

To date, downloads of the
TAB Mobile App have surpassed
90,000, generating over 25,000

 new accounts.

We exist to support New Zealand 
Racing – $134.2 million was 

distributed to the three racing codes –
Thoroughbreds, Harness and 

Greyhounds.

1% of turnover and 5% of margin 
goes back to the sporting code – 

over $6.0 million in FY 14/15.

As our most popular sport,
Basketball NZ received over

$1.0 million in FY 14/15.

Tab.co.nz had over 623 million 
page views in FY 14/15, a 13% 

increase on FY 13/14

85% of sales on both sport and 
racing is paid out in winnings to 

customers.

Account betting turnover 
reached $1.08 billion, a 20% 

increase between FY 13/14 and 
FY 14/15

TAB Trackside delivered an
extra 7,352 races this season,

producing an additional
$62.0 million in turnover

The number of unique account 
customers grew to 165,287, a 7% 
growth from the previous year

DISTRIBUTIONSSALES & TURNOVER
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In 2016, with a variety of technology at our fingertips, 
it’s easier than ever to get the information you need to 
pick a winner.

Besides traditional print media, there are plenty of 
independent form & news websites, Facebook groups, 
twitter accounts and forums that cover every angle of 
the week’s racing.

These sources provide a huge array of commentary 
and interpretation. Social media can often turn up 
good conversation and banter among likeminded 
racing fans, but can be low on tips that have a solid 
research behind them. Form websites tout their strike-
rates and customer reviews, but generally require a 
paid subscription to join, while forums, like social 
media, are a source of interesting conversation but can 
be more groupthink than well researched form and 
analysis.

When getting tips from these sources, it’s always 
better to have them corroborate or back up your own 
research, rather than taking it completely at face value, 
before parting with your hard earned cash.

And when it comes to doing your own form, there’s 
no better place than on tab.co.nz’s Racing Form page. 
Here’s a look at two of the easiest ways to get the 
information you need to pick a winner.

TIPS

Quite simply, the tips section is the quickest place to 
get information about a race. Typically produced by 
a source independent to the TAB, usually the club 
itself, the tips sheet will generally outline the top three 
favourites for the race, with a write-up around their 
most recent form.

It’s a good place to go to get a quick look at the favourites, 
but doesn’t provide deeper form on the favourites, or 
information about the other runners. Tips are a good 
first stop when considering a race, with there being 
less of these write-ups than other types of form.

EASYFORM

Easyform is the first step on the road towards detailed 
form.

This page contains all betting pool information, and 
basic stats & commentary for every runner in the race.

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF RACE FORM

Unlike Tips, Easyform tells you what pools are available, the option number for the Final Field pools, and the 
results of the last five races for each runner. It will also have the driver, trainer or jockey depending on the code. Of 
particular use is the last results comments. Was it against a weaker or stronger field? In the instance above, Who 
is Game has the best result at a higher rating race, hence the ‘expert pick’ below the form. With plenty of placings 
and a few wins at this distance, Rigamarole is also one to watch.

For Greyhounds, there is additional information, on the course and distances, as seen below. It displays all race 
results, in the races, wins and places format. This is followed by results on this track, at this distance, and from 
this box in the same format.

Easyform is definitely the place to start looking at form if you’ve got a bit more time up your sleeve and want a 
good foundation on which to start a day of punting.

http://static.tab.co.nz/content/pdf_form/Download_racing_new.html
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BOOKLET

The booklet is essentially the form bible. It is formatted 
to print neatly, and contains detailed information 
around each runner, with more categories of race form 
than Easyform. It contains an area for your own notes, 
making it a handy addition to a day at the races.

The same information can be found in Booklet, Mini 
Form, A4 & A4 colour and Extended Form – the only 
difference is the formatting and colour.

The biggest drawcard of the booklet is that it digs 
deeper into the last five starts, giving more detail on 
those races, such as the date, location, track condition, 
placing, jockey/driver, winner and other features of the 
run.

The booklet also gives jockey and trainer colours, 
breeding, owners and the location of the trainer.

Key domestic races also have Expanded Form – not 
to be confused with Extended Form, which can be 
accessed from the betslip. Expanded Form is simply the 
above information, put into a format that is expanded 
across the entire page, making it easier to read.


